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Immigration Requirements

2.1.
No documents or visas are required of passengers arriving and departing on the
same flight or transferring to another flight at the same airport.
2.2.
A person entering Nepal for the purpose of immigration must hold a valid
passport and an immigration visa, the latter being issued at Nepal consulates abroad.
Temporary visitors must be in possession of a valid passport, with the exception of the Indian
nationals from whom existing official documents of identity, such as expired passports,
national registration cards or alien resident permits, are acceptable in lieu of a valid passport.
2.3.
The Visas can be obtained at the airport immigration office in entry points of 15
days, 30 days and 90 days according to the demand and number of visit of the passport holder.
2.4.
All Tourist Visas shall be of Multiple Entry facility while issuing by the mission
and immigration office at the entry point.
2.5. There will be four categories of entry visas as, one day transit visa, 15 days, 30
days and 90 days entry visas.
2.6.
People of these countries do not get visa on arrival at the immigration
entry points of Nepal: Nigeria, Ghana, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Cameroon, Somalia, Liberia,
Ethiopia, Iraq, Palestine, Afghanistan and Syria.
2.7.

Refugees holding foreign travel document do not get visa on arrival in Nepal.

2.8.
For flight crew members on scheduled services who keep possession of their
license when embarking and disembarking, remain at the airport where the aircraft has stopped
or within the confines of the cities adjacent thereto, and depart on the same aircraft or on their
next regularly scheduled flight out of Nepal, the crew member license or certificate is accepted
in lieu of a passport or visa for temporary admission into Nepal. This provision is also
applicable if the crew member enters Nepal by other means of transport for the purpose of
joining an aircraft.
3.

Public Health Requirements

3.1.
Disembarking passengers are not required to present vaccination certificates
except when coming directly from an area infected with cholera, yellow fever or smallpox.
3.2.

On departure, no health formalities are required.
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